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There is so much that the Gulf of Almeria can offer to the tourists with its 217 kilometer long
coastline. Its location is at Andalusiaâ€™s southeast in Almeria province between Murcia and Granada
provinces.

Delightful climate

With the sun shining for more than 300 days a year at Costa de Almeria, the Mediterranean climate
is consistent and pleasant with cloudless bright skies. A cool 18-19 Âº C throughout the year makes
its waters warmer than atmospheric temperature in the winter. Hence, tourists are very much
attracted to Almeria all year round.

Delightful coastline

Costa de Almeria has a very scenic coastline with long and wide sandy beaches, bays, desert
landscapes, green oases, plantations, forests and mountain ranges. There is so much of natural
beauty at Costa de Almeria.

The dramatic Almeria desert landscapes have delighted the film industry to have produced some far-
west movies such as â€œIndiana Jonesâ€• and â€œThe Last Crusadeâ€•.

There are plenty of pristine beaches with Blue Flag status and quiet bays and coves which allow
one to explore in private and to enjoy the tranquility of the natural landscapes.

Delightful towns

There are many delightful towns along Costa de Almeria with plenty of modern amenities and
facilities to cater to the whims and fancies of the tourists. Towns such as Adra, Vera, Aguadulce, El
Toyo and Roquetas de Mar lie all along Costa de Almeria with beautiful surroundings and modern
structures.

There are plenty of restaurants, cafÃ©s, pubs, bars and discotheques to cater to the needs of tourists
whether it is day or night.  One can enjoy a vibrant nightlife in each town as they are not very far
from one another.

There are interesting historical monuments in every town to keep the tourists awed with the history
of the region such as Moorish fortresses, ancient town walls and towers. Aguadulce showcases
many preserved Muslim military buildings which is a reminder of the past epochâ€™s influence. The old
quarters showcase the labyrinth of narrow cobbled streets which holds much history and traditions
which are actively upheld even to this day.

Fortified gates with Roman columns and mazes with nooks and crannies make Costa de Almeria a
delightful exploration anytime to take one back to the past. Oneâ€™s journey would be pleasant with the
Christ Arch, Arab gardens, town ports, ancient walls and museums that house interesting history
and archaeological relics of the region. Hence, it is not surprising that tourists flock to Costa de
Almeria the whole year round.
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James Purefoy - About Author:
Spain offers numerous opportunities and select for all popular regional vacations : a Spanien, casa
costa brava, and the most beautiful destinations i.e costa brava ferienhaus in Spain, a ferienhaus
mallorca. 

Also read my blog at : a James Purefoy's Blog.
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